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Abstract. In this paper, we examine a scenario in which late-time cosmic accelera-
tion might arise due to the coupling between baryonic matter and dark matter without
the presence of extra degrees of freedom. In this case, one can obtain late-time accel-
eration in Jordan frame and not in Einstein frame. We consider two different forms of
parametrization of the coupling function, and put constraints on the model parameters
by using an integrated datasets of Hubble parameter, Type Ia supernova and baryon
acoustic oscillations. The models under consideration are consistent with the obser-
vations. In addition, we perform the statefinder and Om diagnostics, and show that
the models exhibit a distinctive behavior due to the phantom characteristic in future
which is a generic feature of the underlying scenario.
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1 Introduction
Late-time cosmic acceleration is an inevitable ingredient of our Universe directly sup-
ported by cosmological observations [1, 2]. Other observations such as cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB), baryonic aucostic oscillations (BAO), sloan digital sky
survey [3–8] and many others support this fact indirectly. The globular cluster reveals
that the age of certain objects in the Universe is larger than the age of Universe esti-
mated in standard model with normal matter. The only known resolution of the puzzle
is provided by invoking cosmic acceleration at late-times. Although, there are many
ways to explain the accelerating expansion of the Universe (e.g. by adding a source
term in the matter part of Einstein field equations, by modifying the geometry or by
invoking inhomogeneity), the inclusion of a source term with large negative pressure
dubbed “dark energy” (DE) [9–18] is widely accepted to the theorists. However, a
promising candidate for dark energy (cosmological constant Λ) is under scrutiny. A
wide varieties of dark energy candidate have been proposed in the past few years such
as cosmological constant [11, 19–21], slowly rolling scalar field [22–26], phantom field
[27–32], tachyon field [33–35] and chaplygin gas [36, 37] etc. (See [9, 38–40] for a
detailed list).
The modifications of Einstein’s theory of gravity not only account the cosmic ac-
celeration but also resolves many standard problems such as singularity problem, the
hierarchy problem, quantization and unification with other theories of fundamental
interactions. Massive gravity, Gauss-Bonnet gravity, f(R), f(T ), f(R, T ) gravities,
Chern-Simon gravity, Galileon gravity are name a few among the various alternative
theories proposed in the past few years. Modified gravity can also provide unified
description of the early-time inflation with that of late-time cosmic acceleration and
dark matter (DM). Traditionally, all these modifications invoke extra degrees of free-
dom non-minimally coupled to matter in the Einstein frame. Generally, it is believed
that late-time acceleration requires the presence of dark energy or the extra degrees of
freedom. Recently, Berezhiani et al. [41] discussed a third possibility which requires
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neither any exotic matter nor the large scale modifications of gravity. They showed
that the interaction between the normal matter components, namely, the dark matter
and the baryonic matter (BM) can also provide the late-time acceleration in Jordan
frame. In context of the coupling, the stability criteria disfavors the conformal coupling
while the maximally disformal coupling can give rise to late-time cosmic acceleration
in Jordan frame but no acceleration in the Einstein frame. Extending the work of Ref.
[41], Agarwal et al. [42] have further investigated the cosmological dynamics of the
model obtained by parameterizing the coupling function. Also, they have shown that
the model exhibits the sudden future singularity which can be resolved by taking a
more generalized parametrization of the coupling function.
In this paper, we shall consider two forms of parametrizations. The first parametriza-
tion shows the sudden future singularity, which can be pushed into far future if we con-
sider the second parametrization. We further investigate the models using statefinder
and Om diagnostics. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
basic equations of the models. In section 3, we put the observational constraints on
the model parameters. The detailed analysis of statefinder and Om diagnostics are
presented in sections 4 and 5, respectively. We conclude our results in section 6.
2 Field equations
The scenario of the interaction between dark matter and the baryonic matter as de-
scribed briefly in Refs. [41] and [42] in a spatially flat Freidmann-Lemaitre-Robartson-
Walker (FLRW) background
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t) (dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , (2.1)
yield the field equations,
3H2 = 8piG
(
Λ4DM
√
X
Xeq
(aeq
a
)3
− P +QR3ρ˜b
)
, (2.2)
and
2
a¨
a
+H2 = −8piG(P + Pb), (2.3)
where Q and R are two arbitrary coupling functions.
The Einstein frame metric couples to Jordan frame metric such that
√−g˜ =
QR3
√−g (g˜ is the determinant of Jordan frame metric g˜µν , constructed from the
Einstein frame metric gµν) and X = −gµν∂µΘ∂νΘ, Θ being the dark matter field.
The quantities P and Pb are pressures of DM and BM in Einstein frame respectively
which are related by Pb ≡ QR3P˜b. P˜b and ρ˜b are the pressure and density of BM in
Jordan frame and are related to BM density in Einstein frame by the relation ρb =
QR3
(
ρ˜b
(
1− 2X Q,X
Q
)
+ 6X R,X
R
P˜b
)
. For the detailed derivation of field equations, see
[41] and [42]. Here, we shall note that all the quantity with a tilde above are in Jordan
frame and without tilde are in Einstein frame.
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The Jordan frame scale factor dubbed physical scale factor is related a scale factor
of Einstein frame as
a˜ = Ra. (2.4)
Here, we consider the same maximally disformal coupling of BM and DM for which
Q = 1 throughout the evolution and R = 1 in the early Universe that grows sufficiently
fast such that the physical scale factor a˜ in Jordan frame experiences acceleration. The
conformal coupling is disfavored by the stability criteria [41]. One needs to specify the
coupling function R(a) to proceed further or equivalently, a can be parametrized in
terms of physical scale factor a˜. The two parametrizations are
(1) Model 1: a(a˜) = a˜+ αa˜2 + βa˜3, where α and β are two model parameters.
(2) Model 2: a(a˜) = a˜eαa˜, in this case, only α is a model parameter.
By expanding the functional a˜eαa˜ in Taylor series, the first parametrization a˜ +
αa˜2 +βa˜3 can be recovered by substituting β = α2/2. Agarwal et al. [42] have studied
various features of the model 1 and constrained the parameters α & β by employing
the χ2 analysis using H(z) + SN +BAO datasets. Extending the analysis, we further
study some more physical characteristics of the models 1 and 2 such as the statefinder
and Om diagnostics, and also put observational constraints on the parameter α of
model 2.
We also need to express the cosmological parameters in terms of redshifts in both
the Einstein frame and Jordan frame which are defined as
a˜ =
a˜0
1 + z˜
, a =
a0
1 + z
, (2.5)
For both the parametrizations, a˜0 = 1 but a0 = 1+α+β 6= 1 (model 1) and a0 = eα 6= 1
(model 2).
For model 1, the explicit expressions for the Hubble and deceleration parameters
in Jordan frame are obtained as
H˜(a˜) =
˙˜a
a˜
= H˜0
(1 + α + β)
1
2 (1 + 2α + 3β)
a˜
3
2 [1 + αa˜+ βa˜2]
1
2 [1 + 2αa˜+ 3βa˜2]
, (2.6)
and
q˜(a˜) = − a˜
¨˜a
˙˜a2
=
1
2
(
1 + 2αa˜+ 3βa˜2
1 + αa˜+ βa˜2
)
+
(
2a˜(α + 3βa˜)
1 + 2αa˜+ 3βa˜2
)
. (2.7)
Using Eq. (2.5), above expressions can be written in terms of redshift z˜ as
H˜(z˜) = H˜0
(1 + α + β)
1
2 (1 + 2α + 3β) (1 + z˜)
9
2[
(1 + z˜)2 + α (1 + z˜) + β
] 1
2
[
(1 + z˜)2 + 2α (1 + z˜) + 3β
] , (2.8)
and
q˜(z˜) =
[
(1 + z˜)2 + 2α (1 + z˜) + 3β
]2
+ 4 [α (1 + z˜) + 3β]
[
(1 + z˜)2 + α (1 + z˜) + β
]
2
[
(1 + z˜)2 + α (1 + z˜) + β
] [
(1 + z˜)2 + 2α (1 + z˜) + 3β
] ,
(2.9)
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together with the effective equation of state (EOS) parameter given by
w˜eff (z˜) =
α (5 + 6α + 5z˜) (1 + z˜)2 + β(14 + 23α + 14z˜)(1 + z˜) + 18β2
3{(1 + z˜)2 + α(1 + z˜) + β}{(1 + z˜)2 + 2α(1 + z˜) + 3β} . (2.10)
Similarly, for model 2, we obtain the expressions for the Hubble and deceleration
parameters in Jordan-frame as
H˜(a˜) =
H˜0(1 + α)e
3
2
α
a˜
3
2 [1 + αa˜]
1
2 e
3
2
αa˜
, (2.11)
and
q˜(a) =
(1 + αa˜)2 + 2a˜(2α + α2a˜)
2 (1 + αa˜)
. (2.12)
with the help of Eq. (2.5), we obtain
H˜(z˜) =
H˜0(1 + α)e
3
2
α (1 + z˜)
5
2
[(1 + z˜) + α] e
3
2
α
(1 + z˜)
, (2.13)
and
q˜(z˜) =
1 + z˜2 + 6α + 3α2 + (2 + 6α) z˜
2 (1 + z˜) (1 + z˜ + α)
. (2.14)
The effective equation of state is then given by
w˜eff (z˜) =
5α(1 + z˜) + 3α2
3(1 + z˜) [(1 + z˜) + α]
. (2.15)
In both the models, another parameterH0 will come in the expressions ofH(z), see Eqs.
(2.8) and (2.13). But, here we focus on the parameters of underlying parametrizations.
The first parametrization (model 1) consist of two model parameters (i.e. α and β)
while the second parametrization (model 2) consists of a single model parameter (i.e.
α). Now we are in position to put the observational constraints on the parameters of
model 2 in the following section.
Before proceeding to next section, we consider The DGP model as [43]:
H(z)
H0
=
(1− Ω0m
2
)
+
√
Ω0m(1 + z)3 +
(
1− Ω0m
2
)2 (2.16)
where H0 and Ω0m are the present values of Hubble parameter and energy density
parameter of matter.
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3 Observational constraints
We have already mentioned that the model 1 consists of two parameters, namely, α and
β which were constrained in Ref. [42]. In our analysis, we shall use their best-fit values
given as α = −0.102681 & β = −0.078347. In this section, we put the constraints on
parameters of model 2 by employing the same procedure as in [42].
One can use the total likelihood to constrain the parameters α and H0 of model
2. The total likelihood function for a joint analysis can be defined as
Ltot(α,H0) = e−
χ2tot(α,H0)
2 , where χ2tot = χ
2
Hub + χ
2
SN + χ
2
BAO. (3.1)
Here, χ2Hub denotes the chi-square for the Hubble dataset, χ
2
SN represents the Type Ia
supernova and χ2BAO corresponds to the BAO. By minimizing the χ
2
tot , we obtain the
best-fit value of α and H0. The likelihood contours are standard i.e. confidence level
at 1σ and 2σ are 2.3 and 6.17, respectively in the 2D plane.
First, we consider 28 data points of H(z) used by Farooq and Ratra [44] in the
redshift range 0.07 ≤ z ≤ 2.3, and use H0 = 67.8 ± 0.9 Km/S/Mpc [46]. The χ2, in
this case, is defined as
χ2Hub(θ) =
29∑
i=1
[hth(zi, θ)− hobs(zi)]2
σh(zi)2
, (3.2)
where h = H/H0 represents the normalized Hubble parameter, hobs and hth are the ob-
served and theoretical values of normalized Hubble parameter and σh =
(
σH
H
+
σH0
H0
)
h.
The quantities σH and σH0 designate the errors associated with H and H0, respectively.
Second, we use 580 data points from Union2.1 compilation data [47]. The corre-
sponding χ2 is given as
χ2SN(µ0, θ) =
580∑
i=1
[µth(zi, µ0, θ)− µobs(zi)]2
σµ(zi)2
, (3.3)
where µobs, µth are the observed, theoretical distance modulus and σµ is the uncertainty
in the distance modulus, and θ is an arbitrary parameter. The distance modulus µ(z)
is an observed quantity and related to luminosity distance DL(z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
H0dz′
H(z′)
as µ(z) = m − M = 5 logDL(z) + µ0; m and M being the apparent and absolute
magnitudes of the supernovae, and µ0 = 5 log
(
H−10
Mpc
)
+ 25 is a nuisance parameter
Finally, we consider BAO data. The corresponding chi-square (χ2BAO) is defined
by [48]:
χ2BAO = Y
TC−1Y , (3.4)
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where
Y =

dA(z?)
DV (0.106)
− 30.95
dA(z?)
DV (0.2)
− 17.55
dA(z?)
DV (0.35)
− 10.11
dA(z?)
DV (0.44)
− 8.44
dA(z?)
DV (0.6)
− 6.69
dA(z?)
DV (0.73)
− 5.45

, (3.5)
and inverse covariance matrix (C−1), values dA(z?)
DV (ZBAO)
are taken into account as in [48–
53], and z? ≈ 1091 is the decoupling time, dA(z) is the co-moving angular-diameter
distance and DV (z) = (dA(z)
2z/H(z))
1/3
is the dilation scale.
For model 2, we use an integrated datasets of H(z) + SN + BAO, and cor-
responding likelihood contour at 1σ and 2σ confidence levels are shown in Fig. 1.
The best-fit values of the model parameters are obtained as α = −0.3147 and H0 =
66.84 Km/S/Mpc. The normalized Hubble parameter and the effective EOS (weff ) are
-0.34 -0.33 -0.32 -0.31 -0.30 -0.29
62
64
66
68
70
72
Α
H
0
Figure 1. This figure shows the 1σ (dark shaded) and 2σ (light shaded) likelihood contours
in α−H0 plane. The figure corresponds to joint datasets of H(z) +SN +BAO. A black dot
represents the best-fit values of the model parameters which are found to be α = −0.3147
and H0 = 66.84 Km/S/Mpc.
plotted for both the models with their respective best-fit values of the parameters, and
are shown in Fig. 2. Both the models represent phantom behavior in future. Model 1
exhibits the sudden singularity in near future while this kind of singularity has been
delayed and pushed into far future in case of model 2 that is displayed in the right
panel of Fig. 2. Fig. 3 exhibits the error bar plots for models 1 and 2 with H(z) and
SN datasets which shows that both the models are consistent with the observations.
The above discussions show the validation of our models corresponding to the ob-
servations. In the following sections we shall employ different diagnostics for underlying
models.
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Figure 2. The figure shows the evolution of normalized Hubble parameter (H(z)/H0) and
effective EOS (weff ) versus redshift (z). The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond
to DGP, models 1 and 2, respectively. We use best-fit values of the model parameters. The
horizontal line is the phantom divide line.
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Figure 3. This figure exhibits the error bars of H(z) (left) and SN (right) datasets. In both
the panels, the dashed and dot-dashed lines show the best-fitted behavior for models 1 and
2, respectively.
4 Statefinder diagnostic
The past two decades produced a plethora of theoretical cosmological models of dark
energy with improved quality of observational data. So, there should be some analysis
which can differentiate these models and predict the deviations from ΛCDM. Sahni
et al. [54] have pointed out this idea widely known as statefinder diagnostic. The
statefinder pairs {r, s} and {r, q} are the geometrical quantities that are constructed
from any space-time metric directly and can successfully differentiate various compet-
ing models of dark energy by using the higher order derivatives of scale factor. In the
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Figure 4. The figure shows the time evolution of the statefinder pairs {r, s} (left) and {r, q}
(right) for models 1 (dashed), 2 (dot-dashed) and DGP (dotted). In the left panel, the fixed
point (r = 1, s = 0) corresponds to ΛCDM. All the models passes through ΛCDM. In the
right panel, all models diverge from the same point (r = 1, q = 0.5) which corresponds
to SCDM. The DGP converges to the point (r = 1, q = −1) that represents the de-Sitter
expansion (dS) whereas models 1 and 2 do not converge to dS due to phantom nature. The
dark dots on the curves denote current values {r0, s0} (left) and {r0, q0} (right). In all models,
we have taken best-fit values of the model parameters.
literature, the {r, s} and {r, q} pairs are defined as [54].
q = − a¨
aH2
, r =
...
a
aH3
, s =
r − 1
3(q − 1
2
)
. (4.1)
The statefinder diagnostic is an useful tool in modern day cosmology and being used
to serve the purpose of distinguishing different dark energy models [55–57]. In this
process, different trajectories in r − s and r − q planes are plotted for various dark
energy models and study their behaviors. In a spatially flat FLRW background, the
statefinder pair {r, s} = {1, 0} and {1, 1} for ΛCDM and standard cold dark matter
(SCDM). In the r − s and r − q planes, the departure of any dark energy model from
these fixed points are analyzed. The pairs {r, s} and {r, q} for models 1 and 2 are
calculated as
r =
11 + 101αa˜+ (358α2 + 158β)a˜2 + (488α3 + 1237αβ)a˜3
+(2440α2β + 224α4 + 1156β2)a˜4 + (1424α3β + 4087αβ2)a˜5
+(3346α2β2 + 2178β3)a˜6 + 3375αβ3a˜7 + 1233β4a˜8
2(1 + αa˜+ βa˜2)2(1 + 2αa˜+ 3βa˜2)2
(4.2)
s =
9 + 89αa˜+ (332α2 + 142β)a˜2 + (464α3 + 1169αβ)a˜3
+(216α4 + 2348α2β + 1112β2)a˜4 + (1384α3β + 3971αβ2)a˜5
+(3272α2β2 + 2130β3)a˜6 + 3315αβ3a˜7 + 1215β4a˜8
15αa˜+ (63α2 + 42β)a˜2 + (84α3 + 255αβ)a˜3
+(36α4 + 438α2β + 222β2)a˜4 + (228α3β + 693αβ2)a˜5
+(507α2β2 + 342β3)a˜6 + 477αβ3a˜7 + 162β4a˜8
(4.3)
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and
r =
3 + (2 + 18α)a˜+ (4α + 41α2)a˜2 + (2α2 + 33α3)a˜3 + 9α4a˜4
2a˜+ 4αa˜2 + 2α2a˜3
(4.4)
s =
−3− 18αa˜− 41α2a˜2 − 33α3a˜3 − 9α4a˜4
−9 + (9− 30α)a˜+ (18α− 30α2)a˜2 + (9α2 − 9α3)a˜3 (4.5)
The deceleration parameter q is given by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.12), respectively. We plot
the r − s and r − q diagrams for our models and compare these with the ΛCDM.
Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the statefinder pairs for different DE models.
The left panel exhibits the evolution of {r, s} while the right one for {r, q}. In both
panels, the models 1 (dashed) and 2 (dot-dashed) are compared with DGP (dotted)
and ΛCDM. In left panel, the fixed point (r = 1, s = 0) corresponds to ΛCDM, and
all models passes through this fixed point. Moreover, one can see that the trajectory
of DGP terminates there while the corresponding trajectories of models 1 and 2 evolve
further showing that the phantom behavior in future. In right panel, the fixed point
(r = 1, q = 0.5) represents SCDM. All the underlying models evolve from this point.
The DGP converges to the second point (r = 1, q = −1) that corresponds to de-Sitter
expansion (dS) whereas models 1 and 2 do not converge to dS due to their phantom
behavior. The dark dots on the curves show present values {r0, s0} (left) and {r0, q0}
(right) for the models under consideration. We chose the best-fit values of the model
parameters for these plots.
5 Om diagnostic
We shall now diagnose our models with Om analysis which is also a geometrical diag-
nostic that explicitly depends on redshift and the Hubble parameter, and is defined as
[58, 59]:
Om (z) =
(
H(z)
H0
)2
− 1
(1 + z)3 − 1 (5.1)
The Om diagnostic also differentiates various DE models from ΛCDM [60]. This
is a simpler diagnostic when applied to observations as it depends only on the first
derivative of scale factor. The Hubble parameter for a constant EOS is defined as
H2(z) = H20
[
Ω0m(1 + z)
3 + (1− Ω0m)(1 + z)3(1+w)
]
, (5.2)
The expression for Om(z) corresponding to Eq. (5.2) is written as
Om(z) = Ω0m + (1− Ω0m)(1 + z)
3(1+w) − 1
(1 + z)3 − 1 (5.3)
From Eq. (5.3), one can notice that, Om(z) = Ω0m for w = −1 (ΛCDM) whereas
Om(z) > Ω0m for w > −1 (quintessence) and Om(z) < Ω0m for w < −1 (phantom).
The corresponding evolutions of Om(z) for w = −0.6 (quintessence), −1 (ΛCDM)
and −1.4 (phantom) are shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, one can clearly see that
– 9 –
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Figure 5. This figure shows the evolution of Om(z) versus redshift z for different DE models
such as w = −1 (ΛCDM), −1.4 (phantom), −0.6 (quintessence) and models 1 (dashed) &
2 (dot-dashed). The horizontal line represents ΛCDM, and has zero curvature. The DE
models with w > −1 (quintessence) have negative curvature whereas models with w < −1
(phantom) have positive curvature. Models 1 and 2 show the positive curvatures though
they have weff > −1 at the present epoch and in future weff < −1 (phantom phase). The
vertical solid line represents the present era. The best-fit values are chosen to plot this figure.
the Om(z) has negative, zero and positive curvatures for quintessence, ΛCDM and
phantom, respectively. In contrast, we show the evolution of Om(z) for models 1 and
2 in Fig. 5. Both models exhibit positive curvatures though thay have weff > −1
(quintessence) at present epoch and in future weff < −1 (phantom phase), see Figs.
2 and 5. This is a vital result as in the literature, quintessence does not have positive
curvature which is a generic feature [60].
6 Conclusion
In this work, we have considered the scenario in which cosmic acceleration might arise
due to coupling between known matter components present in the Universe [41]. To
this effect, we further extend the work of Ref. [42]. The two models obtained by pa-
rameterizing the coupling function (or correspondingly the Einstein frame scale factor
in terms of physical scale factor) are analyzed by using an integrated observational
data. We used joint data of H(z), Type Ia supernova and BAO, and constrained the
model parameters of model 2 (see Fig. 1). In this case, the best-fit values of α and H0
are found to be α = −0.3147 and H0 = 66.84 Km/S/Mpc (model 1 consists of two
parameters that were constrained in Ref. [42] and the best-fit values were obtained as
α = −0.102681 & β = −0.078347). We used best-fit values of the model parameters to
carried out the analysis. The time evolutions of Hubble parameter and effective EOS
are shown in Fig. 2. From this figure we conclude that the model 1 shows phantom be-
havior with a pressure singularity in the near future while the model 2 is a generalized
– 10 –
case of model 1 that pushes the future sudden singularity to the infinite future. In Fig.
3, we have shown error bars of observational data with the models under consideration.
One can clearly observe that both the models are compatible with the observations.
In addition, the statefinder diagnostic has been performed for the underlying
models. We obtained the expressions for the statefinder pairs and their behaviors have
been displayed in r − s and r − q planes as shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, we
have also shown DGP model in same figure. In the r − s plane, both the models
pass through the fixed point (r = 1, s = 0) and move away from the ΛCDM while
the DGP terminates at the fixed point. This is due the phantom behavior which is
a distinguished characteristic of the underlying scenario. In the q − r plane, it is
clearly seen that all the models originated from a fixed point (r = 1, q = 0.5) that
corresponds to SCDM. The DGP model converges to the second point (r = 1, q = −1)
that represents the dS while the models under consideration do not converge to the dS
fixed point due to their phantom nature (see right panel of Fig. 4).
The evolution of Om(z) versus redshift z for different DE models are shown in Fig.
5. We observed that the ΛCDM, quintessence and phantom have zero, negative and
positive curvatures. Models 1 and 2 lie in quintessence regime in the past and remain
so till the present epoch, and evolve to phantom in future. Both the models have
positive curvature however they lie in the quintessence regime. This is an important
result as in the literature, its not possible to have positive curvature for quintessence
[60].
In our opinion, the scenario proposed in [41] and investigated here is of great
interest in view of GW170817. The modification caused by the interaction between
known components of matter does not involve any extra degree of freedom and falls
into the safe category in the light of recent observations on gravitational waves.
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